Defects of immune cells in the senescence-accelerated mouse: a model for learning and memory deficits in the aged.
We investigated immune characteristics of SAMP8 mice that have early learning and memory deficiencies and a short life span accompanied by normal growth and compared them to those of SAMR1 mice that have a normal aging process. The indexes of immune responsiveness used were natural killer (NK) cell activity, in vitro anti-SRBC (sheep red blood cells) antibody responses, cell proliferation, and interleukin 2 (IL-2)-producing activity in response to concanavalin A of spleen cells. As early as 2 months after birth, SAMP8 mice showed markedly low activity for all the indexes that was not due to a delay of their development. Endogenous NK cell activity in SAMP8 mice remained low or at the background level for a few months, but the trace level of this activity increased after treatment with an immune potentiator of polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid. Because the number of cells bearing an NK cell marker in SAMP8 mice was comparable to that for SAMR1 mice, the low NK cell activity found for SAMP8 mice may not be caused by a low number of precursor cells but by defects in the lytic mechanism or low competence. Flow cytometry analyses showed that the size of the lymphocyte fraction in the spleen is the same for both strains and that T cell fractions, especially of CD4+ T cells in SAMP8 mice are smaller than in SAMR1 mice. In contrast, a B cell fraction was somewhat larger in SAMP8 mice. Together with the fact that the spleen cells of both strains equally stimulated allogeneic T cells in the mixed lymphocyte reaction, the low helper T cell activity in antibody responses, even under the condition of cell-number equivalence, indicates a qualitative defect of CD4+ T cells in SAMP8 mice. This defect probably is closely related to the low endogenous activity of NK cells.